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growth Engelmann spruce, and leaving a stark and charred land-
scape. Snags the size of telephone poles, bushy with smooth limbs, 
exposed the alpine scene across from us instead of enshrouding it. 
Sunrises darted through the skeletal stands like golden arrows. 
Ashen, black and chestnut mottling suggested Nez Perce Appaloosas, 
and the warm hues juxtaposed with the snowy background. We 
toured through burnt forest enough for the trees to trick us into 
seeing bears and shadowy humans. But there was no one else around.
 Snowboarding in the fire’s path was unique—uncluttered, full of 
light, spacey. And when puking storm clouds burst with lightning 
flash and an immediate crack one afternoon while we transitioned 
among charred spires, we howled with reverence. Burnt tree-runs 
were only one terrain type in the Wallowas’ quiver. Banked alley-
ways through green forest, glades and technical couloirs and spines, 
wide-open faces—we rode it all. A few hearty souls even summited 
Red Mountain. 
 There was plenty to ride near the yurt and far beyond, so no one 
bothered with the “Poop Shoot” that dropped down from the out-
house. A lot of lines have yet to be ridden or claimed, but much of 
the place was baptized by Deadhead skiers, and herein lies its greatest 
flaw. We couldn’t keep a straight face while saying, “Yeah, let’s go 
ride New Speedway Boogie.” Danny Davis might be stoked, though.
 The yurt’s top floor had bunks, while on the lower level lay a kitchen, 
bar and hearth, with windows over the canyon view. Singed tree trunks 
served as posts around the 15-person-capacity circular wall, and made 
a row through the middle with the stove and chimney. Some had ant-
lers attached, for drying gloves or hanging kitchen spoons. The interior 
echoed the outdoors, intensifying the Wallowas’ influence.
 After 100-some straight hours of Wallowas backcountry living, 
we had to mosey home. On our way out, some of us stopped to 
stand in ruts from the Oregon Trail. Coyotes called in the distance 
as dusk settled in. Somehow, the Wallowas have stayed off the 
tracked-out path. No museum or Western theme park, they’re still 
authentic and alive.
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AT FIRST SIGHT, the Wallowa Mountains of northeast Oregon 
looked like a mysterious island on a sea of rolling sagebrush ranch-
land. Their ring of dark forest faded into a crown jagged and bright 
like broken glass. Maps confirmed this—oval-shaped and 40 miles 
long from north to south; bordered on the east by Hells Canyon; 
detached, snowy, with multiple peaks jutting to almost 10,000 feet. 
Far removed from the volcanic flanks of Mt. Hood. Decidedly 
un-Oregonian.
 The drive through Jimtown and Halfway, on the southern flank of 
the range, reassured us this was still the West. Wooden storefronts, 
muddy heavy-duty pickups and ranches with tall log-and-iron gates 
blended into a valley of Ponderosa pines, barren broadleaves and a 
blanket of quiet snow. A mountainous band of white reigned above 
the entire scene.  
 Most of us had never met, but there’s nothing like stoke and suf-
fering to forge a bond. Our crew ran 10 deep: myself, photographer 
Chris Brunkhart, fellow boarders John Kaiser, Ben Couvalt and 
Ryan Stephens, and a half-dozen skiers. We were bound for a remote 
yurt operated by Wallowa Alpine Huts known as “Yurtstar,” which 
sits on the Eagle Cap Wilderness boundary. Motorized transporta-
tion was prohibited, splitboards and approach skis welcome. Reach-
ing the backcountry was as ass-kicking as the terrain itself. After 
towing behind a snowmobile for six miles on a frozen, rutted, 
ravine-hugging road, we stripped to short sleeves and skinned for 
three hours under 30-pound packs. The landscape soothed away 
some of the pain—blue skies and shiny pine and fir stood out against 
rugged spires, while creeks purled, and glimpses of waiting alpine 
teeth became more frequent. 
 The yurt, elevation 6,964 feet, sat on the edge of a sharp canyon, 
overlooking steep arêtes, plump cirques and a glacial valley like a 
massive halfpipe, with 9,555-foot Red Mountain behind it. Mean-
while, Norway Creek rushed a thousand feet below, its distant rum-
ble amplified by V-shaped walls. Compared to the Cascades to the 
west, the terrain was acute and compact. “Oregon’s Alps,” they say, 
minus the gondolas, hotels and yodeling. The only recent habitation 
was a defunct frontier gold-mine town called Cornucopia located a 
mile from the yurt, circa 1942. 
 Today, nature is lawmaker and sheriff in the Wallowas. Avalanches 
go undetonated and unseen, while lightning’s scar catches the eye all 
around. Seven years ago, a fire ripped across the ridge where the yurt 
now sits, devouring the needles and lives of subalpine fir and old-


